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Vocabulary 
 
 A Choose the correct answer. 
 
 1 Your earrings are absolutely ......... . 
  A creative  B gorgeous C famous 
 
 2 Try not to ......... your temper, please. 
  A lose  B lean  C pass 
 
 3 She is eighteen years old and still ......... 

like a child. 
  A suggests  B becomes   
  C behaves 
 
 4 The beach is too ......... . There’s no room 

to place our towels. 
  A crowded  B isolated   
  C traditional 
 
 5 You can find ......... water in lakes, rivers 

and streams. 
  A local  B clean  C fresh 

 6 He is a very ......... person. He is someone 
you can trust to finish the job. 

  A outgoing  B reliable  C caring 
 
 7 Mark doesn’t want to go up that building. 

He is ......... of heights. 
  A shy  B proud  C afraid 
 
 8 John wants to be a ......... . He loves 

working with cars. 
  A mechanic  B engineer  C labourer 
 
 9 Sally likes to ......... herself with friends all 

the time. 
  A control  B surround  C contain 
 
 10 I don’t like ......... people because they 

want all the money for themselves. 
  A powerful  B ambitious  C greedy 
 

 
 

Marks:  _____ 
10 x 2 20 
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Grammar 
 
 B Choose the correct answer. 
 
 1 Janice has got ......... hair than I do. 
  A wavier  B the waviest   
  C wavy 
 
 2 That is the ......... way to get around the 

city. 
  A bad  B worse C worst 
 
 3 Katie isn’t old ......... to watch the film. 
  A than  B too  C enough 
 
 4 Mark is tall ......... thin. 
  A although B as well as  C also 
 
 5 This is the most boring sport ......... the 

world. 
  A of  B on  C in 
 
 6 This T-shirt is not as ......... as the red 

one. 
  A nice B nicer  C the nicest 

 7 ......... she is very aggressive; she can 
be very sensitive at times. 

  A But  B As well as   
  C Although 
 
 8 They are ......... famous sisters in 

Hollywood. 
  A more  B the most  C much 
 
 9 Glenn has a ......... sense of humour 

than all of us. 
  A good  B better  C the best 
 
 10 I think it’s ......... city in the country. 
  A polluted 
  B more polluted  
  C the most polluted

 
 
 
Everyday English 
 
 C Complete the dialogues with the sentences from the list. 
 

  What does it look like? 
  On Sunday morning. 
  Which one? 
  Do you like this dress? 
  What’s she like? 

 
 1 A: When do you want to leave? 
  B:  ..........................................................  
 
 2 A:  ..........................................................  
  B: Which one? 
 
 3 A:  ..........................................................  
  B: It’s a brown leather one. 

 4 A: How about this key ring? 
  B:  ..........................................................  
 
 5 A:  ..........................................................  
  B: She’s very intelligent and sociable. 

Marks:  _____ 
5 x 2 10 

Marks:  _____ 
10 x 2 20 
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Reading 
 
 D Read the text and mark the sentences T (True), F (False) or DS  

(doesn’t say). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1 Most people visit the mountains in Croatia.  ............. 
 2 Thousands of tourists visit Hum each year.  ............. 
 3 The oldest part of the town is the wall.  ............. 
 4 Hum has got too many busy streets.  ............. 
 5 There are plenty of important things to see in the town.  ............. 
  
 
 Marks:  _____ 

5 x 3 15 

A tiny town full of charm 
 
The Istrian coast of Croatia is a popular tourist destination for its beautiful beaches and crystal 
clear waters. There is, however, more to discover away from the crowded beaches, past the 
golden valleys and through the dense forests. The mountains are full of stunning traditional 
towns and villages that attract plenty of tourists to discover them each year. One of these 
towns is, Hum, which happens to be the world’s smallest town. 
 
Hum is a small medieval town that sits on a hill high above the sea. A stone wall surrounds the 
town that is from the 12th century. There is also a bell and a high stone tower from the 14th 
century. The town has two streets that join in the centre. There are old, stone houses along 
the streets, a museum with an arts and crafts shop, a church and the mayor’s place. The 
streets are not busy because only 17 people live in Hum. The town is so small that it takes 
only 10 minutes to see it all. There are a lot of monuments to see that are ancient and of great 
historical importance. At the end of the tour, you can stop in at the town’s only restaurant, 
Humska Konoba, and have something delicious to eat and try a local drink that comes from a 
secret recipe that is as old as the town.  
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Listening 
 
 E Listen and choose the correct response. 
 
 1 a No, not really. 
  b No, that’s Alexia. 
 
 2 a Cindy Jameson. 
  b That’s right. 
 
 3 a Which one? 
  b Thanks. 
 

 4 a Yes, that’s true. 
  b It’s gorgeous. 
 
 5 a Sure. 
  b Excuse me. 
 

 
 
 
 
Writing 
 
 F Write a letter to your English-speaking pen-friend about your family  

(80 words). 
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5 x 3 15 
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